
Zen
And the Art of Theming 

and the power of Base Themes



Who is this JohnAlbin guy anyway?

I was born a poor black child in Mississippi.

Drupal Nick: JohnAlbin 
Real Name: John Albin Wilkins

I’ve been writing HTML since 1994.

I’ve been developing CSS Layouts since 2001 
ALA: A List Apart Issue #99 (February 2001). 
“To Hell with Bad Browsers” By Jeffrey Zeldman

Sep 2005. Drupal User 32095.

Oct 2007. Released Zen 5.x-0.7.



Creating 
Your own theme
And How to do it right in D5 and D6



Creating a theme
The standard 
Drupal 5 
Method:

Find a theme you like

Hack away!!! 
(i.e. fork it.)

phptemplate_FUNCTION

The standard 
Drupal 6 
Method:

Find a theme you like

Use it as a base theme

override and modify 
only what you need to

themename_FUNCTION



Modifying Variables
In Drupal 5:

_phptemplate_variables() 
  
 

One function for all 
templates

In Drupal 6:

THEME_preprocess_HOOK() 
mytheme_preprocess_page(), 
Mytheme_preprocess_node()

one function for each 
template



Drupal 5’s 
_phptemplate_variable()



Drupal 6’s 
preprocess functions

Page Variable 
modifications

Node Variable 
Additions



Benefits of Base Themes
Bug fixes. 
If you have modified any of base theme’s files, it will be 
difficult for you to incorporate any of those bug fixes 
into your modified version.

New features. 
For contrib Themes (like Zen), there will occasionally 
be new features (like the Block Editing links.)

Support. 
If you have modified an existing theme, sometimes the 
only answer you will get to your support question is 
“Well, it works fine in the original theme.”

Rapid Theme Development. 
Many things are built for you.

JohnAlbin won’t glare at you in IRC or in the Zen queue.



A brief look at a Sub-theme’s .info file

; The name and description of the theme 
; used on the admin/build/themes page. 
name            = A Rockin’ Sub-theme 
description = Whose your Daddy?

; "core" specifies the version of Drupal that 
; this theme is compatible with. 
; "base theme" specifies that this is a theme 
; that uses the "zen" theme as its base theme. 
core            = 6.x 
base theme = zen

stylesheets[all][]   = layout.css 
stylesheets[print][] = print.css 
stylesheets[all][]   = zen.css



Creating a Sub-theme

Create a MYTHEME.info file.

Copy CSS Files, override and modify.

Copy template files, override and modify.

copy theme functions, override and modify.

COPY, OVERRIDE, AND MODIFY

Seriously…

Copy, override, and modify.



Zen 6.x-1.0-beta2
Don’t fear the “Beta”



Zen’s online docs
http://drupal.org/project/zen 

http://drupal.org/node/193318
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Why else would I want to 
use Zen?

Besides the advantages of base themes?

Besides the extensive on-line documentation?

It’s also got a laundry list of features. (which are 
exciting to use, but boring to list.)

Extensive in-line comments in PHP and CSS files.
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Why else would I want to 
use Zen?

Besides the advantages of base themes?

Besides the extensive on-line documentation?

It’s also got a laundry list of features. (which are 
exciting to use, but boring to list.)

Extensive in-line comments in PHP and CSS files.

A fantastically flexible CSS Layout method.

which I’ve run out of time to discuss in detail. :-(

But I will write about it on Planet Drupal.



Brief overview of Zen’s Layout method
Source-ordered HTML: The importance of the pieces 
of content determines the order in HTML, and not 
the graphic design.

Flexible layout options:

Fluid (100% width) or fixed-width layout

Optional horizontal navbar

1-3 columns  built-in. More columns are possible 
without mind-bending contortions.

Zen’s default Layout Method is completely 
pluggable. If you don’t like it, just replace the 
layout.css file with your own layout method: YUI, 
YAML, Jello Mold, Holy Grail, etc.
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What Does Zen Look Like?

Recent IRC Chat on #drupal-themes:

mikey_p: what exactly does zen look like? isn't zen 
just semantic structure?

JohnAlbin: My hope is that no Zen sub-theme looks 
like Zen. 

JohnAlbin: Zen is plain. By design.

NikLP: zen looks like nothing - and everything.
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Zen
The Ultimate Starting Theme for Drupal


